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Junior Committee Report
Position Vacant: Do you want to have a positive influence on Junior footy in Gungahlin? Do
you want to be involved in important decisions that affect the footy experience of nearly 500
players? Do you want to give back to the club and community?

If you have answered “YES” to any of the above questions, then the Gungahlin Jets Juniors have
a very important role for you…We are looking for a Junior President to lead a dedicated and
hard working group of volunteers. If this sounds like you then please e-mail
juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au or call Terry Evans on 0438150508.

Bring on the footy !!

Firstly I’d like to extend a HUGE welcome to all of our new families and players, I hope that you
settle in nicely and enjoy your involvement with the Jets.

After what seemed like the longest Pre-Season of all time, it was absolutely fantastic to see the
footy start on the weekend. Although the weather started off pretty miserable, the skies soon
cleared to reveal a perfect day for our great game.

I was fortunate enough to get to both Reid for the Under 13’s game and then to Amaroo to see
the Under 9’s, Under 15’s and Under 17’s all play their hearts out. I have to admit, that the game
day environment at Amaroo is as good as it gets. We have in the past been commended for our
game day environment and this is largely due to the hard working Committee, Coaches,
Managers, Age Coordinators and Families – thank you to you all.

This year we are trialling a new role in Age Coordinator. The plan is to take some of the “non
football” tasks away from the Team Managers so that they can focus on their team and
preparing for the game. The Age Coordinator will take on roles such as arranging volunteers for
the canteen (warmest place to be at Amaroo) and distributing fund raising chocolates etc. They
will also attend monthly committee meetings and be the conduit between the Committee and
their age group.

A full list of Junior Committee members can be found at the end of Jetstream.

This year we have appointed a dedicated Canteen Stock Controller and Manager, (see Canteen
report below) and have introduced some delicious and healthy menu items…but never fear, you
can still grab a pie and sauce !

Today I received an e-mail from AFL Canberra Junior Football Operations Manager who stated:

“There were NO issues that arose from your teams in Round 1 – which is incredible considering
how many teams the Jets field in the junior age groups. Please pass on my gratitude and
appreciation to all your club volunteers – it definitely makes my job a lot easier”

I feel that this is a reflection of the truly dedicated families that we have in our great club. Win
Lose or Draw…as part of the Jets family you should all hold your heads high – thank you.

Terry Evans

Junior Director / Acting President

mailto:juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au


Canteen News & Competition
The Jets are happy to announce that we have appointed a ‘Stock Controller & Canteen Manager”
for the canteen at Amaroo during the 2015 season......................

Rachel Turner

We have been working together to create a canteen menu with more options including healthier
options for our families.

Wouldn’t a warm toastie, hot raisin toast, banana bread or vegemite toast be great if you’ve
missed breakfast? But don’t worry, it’s part of our All Day Breakfast menu so you can have it
anytime.

The canteen will sell fresh rolls each week with options of meat, cheese & fresh crisp salad . Footy
staples of pies, sausage rolls and hotdogs will of course be available along with vegetarian
quiches – Quiche Lorraine and Tomota/Fetta/Spinach....yum!

Vegies chips, popped chips, cheese n crackers, fruit strips, fresh popcorn are all great snacks for
the kids along with water, milk drinks and 99.9% fruit juice.

And why not get some friends or your team together to bond and have a snack or lunch? Rachel
will set up tables & chairs each week (as long as the artic wind is not blowing) so families and
teams can sit and mingle.

Please check out our new menu noting it is still being tested and developed so may change. We
also hope to offer occasional weekly specials like hot soup, corn on the cob or pasta.

A challenge that has proved too hard for the Jets is a name for our canteen/cafe so we are
holding a “NAME THE JETS CANTEEN” competition. We want the kids to put on their thinking
caps and send in suggestions to win a canteen voucher and the prestige of naming our canteen.

Please submit entries to Rachel at rjbee71@gmail.com by COB Tuesday 12th May.

The canteen is an important revenue raiser for the club which assists with buying new equipment
and keeping fees down so please support the club and drop in for a snack or meal.

Thanks and see you around the grounds

The Jets Junior Committee

mailto:rjbee71@gmail.com




Umpiring Opportunities
Have you ever thought about becoming an 
Umpire?

This is a great way to earn some money while 
getting / keeping fit!

AFL NSWACT are in need of some more umpires 
to cover all grades for season 2014. If you’re 
aged 13 and above and are interested, please 
contact: wallos34@gmail.com

• No Experience Necessary

• FREE coaching and mentoring

• Earn $20 - $60 per game, each weekend April 
to September.

• Must be 13 years of age.

• Small start-up cost for Green Shirt kit -
$44.00

• Umpire a game before or after you play.

• Develop confidence, leadership and decision 
making skills.

• Field, Boundary and Goal umpiring 
opportunities available.

mailto:wallos34@gmail.com


View from the middle
My name is Steve Wall and I am the Umpire Ambassador for the Jets Junior Club. I have been an
Umpire for over 20 years and have been in this role at the Club for the last two years. The
Umpire Ambassador role has been set up to provide a link between the Clubs and the Umpires,
encourage a better relationship between the Clubs and the Umpires and foster the development
of Club Umpires in this league.

This week I want to focus on the Spirit of the Laws of our great game. The Spirit of the Laws are
known as the philosophies that drive the laws of the game and are divided into five areas:

Contest for the ball – “The player who is making the ball their sole object will be protected
against any form of illegal contact”.

Marking contests – “The player whose sole objective is to contest a mark shall be permitted to
do so”.

Ruck contest – “The player whose sole objective is to contest the ruck shall be permitted to do
so”.

Tackling – Holding the ball – “For a holding the ball free kick to be awarded the tackle must be
legal”

“The player whose has possession of the ball and has not had prior opportunity, and is tackled
correctly by an opponent, shall be given a reasonable opportunity to demonstrate a genuine
attempt to kick or handball the ball “

“Where a player has had possession of the ball and has had a prior opportunity to dispose and is
then correctly tackled by an opponent they must immediately and successfully kick or handball
the ball”

“The player who has possession of the ball and drops, throws or places the ball on the ground
without making a genuine attempt to handball or kick will be penalised”.

50m penalty – “After a mark or free kick has been awarded, a 50m penalty will be awarded
against the opposing team which unduly delays the play or abuses the umpire”

As you can see (not surprisingly) the tacking rule is the most complex in these guidelines. I
consider them to be the foundations from which the game is governed and helps me as an
Umpire to focus when there is a tight contest or debatable decision to be made. Over the
coming weeks I will highlight each one and talk about how the interpretations should be applied,
especially for Juniors.

Spirit of the Laws

Laws of the Game

Steve Wall

Umpire Ambassador Gungahlin Jets Juniors

0414807660

Wallos34@gmail.com

http://www.aflcommunityclub.com.au/fileadmin/user_upload/Newsletter/Umpire/3202_SpiritOfTheLaws_d01.pdf
http://www.afl.com.au/laws
mailto:Wallos34@gmail.com


Under 8 Black
vs Belconnen Panthers, Round 1 2nd May 
What a fantastic start to the season, with 10 players turning up for the match. After a bit of a
warm up we had a basic skills session with handballs and kicking drills while the coach and
manager tried to learn the kids names. Now comes the challenge of putting names to the faces
of all the kids who did awesome work during the game.

The pre-match focus was on teamwork, and this definitely showed during the match. It was clear
to see that most of the kids have played before, and we look to have a great combination of size,
speed and agility within the team. From the first ball-up we seemed to have the ball on a string.

• Aidan – Worked hard in defence and made sure the opposition got as limited amount of
possessions. Really good use of the ball coming transitioning through the zones.

• Austin – Read the play very well and collected a lot of the loose ball. Took a number of great
chest marks and was always looking for a team mate to pass to. Kicked a fantastic goal from
the boundary line. Definitely knows where the ball is.

• Brayden – Was busy all game. When he wasn’t taking marks or calling out to teammates, he
was marking an opposing player.

• Keelan – Awesome effort all game. Teamed up well with his teammates in his zone, and took a
couple of great marks and kicks.

• Liam – took a heap of great marks when down in the backline. Could be the makings of a
Centre Half Back. Has a booming kick that we will work on during the season. Teamed up well
with his teammates in all zones to hand off plenty of handballs and kicks.

• Luka – Played with the u8 Black last year, and must have been practising in the off season.
Teamed up really well in the forward lie when he played in that zone.

• Lyell – fantastic first game of the season. Was always looking for a team mate to kick or
handball to whenever he got the ball.

• Mitchell – Worked hard and had a great little game. Made the most of his opportunities when
he got his hands on the ball and fired off a couple of great handballs. Was always there in
support of his team mates.

• Murphy – took a fantastic contested mark in the last 3rd. Battled hard all game for the loose
ball and was a great all round contributor.

• Ryan – Another player from last years team. Kicked a couple of great goals in the middle 3rd
and was always letting his teammates know he was there to pass to.

The well-deserved award winners
this week were: Murphy, Mitchell
and Lyell.

Looking forward to next weeks
game @ Reid Oval.

Darryl Tough



Under 8 Green
Vs Gungahlin Jets Blue, Round 1 2nd May 
With an amazing five U8 teams at the Jets this year and thus a need to go beyond the usual
colours there was huge interest in the colour to be chosen for the new U8 side. Despite early
interest in Orange, Cerise and Magenta - a fine choice was made with the U8 Green team being
born. Green the colour of the turf on which we play, Green representing new growth and as my
son pointed out, green the colour of the incredible hulk!

So enthusiastic were the U8 Greens that we had all ten of our players turn up. To even up sides
we asked for a volunteer to join the other team - I worried about my popularity with the team
when six boys put their hands up. Owen argued the strongest case though and did a fantastic job
in his first ever AusKick game picking up a number of kicks and handballs.

For Week 1 we focussed on two things - firstly - working on our balance and keeping our feet,
and secondly - everyone learning each other's names. Shaela volunteered to help me
demonstrate how to keep your feet - we all tried to stand like flamingoes on one foot and found
how a little push would make us lose our balance. We then tried to stand with our feet together
like a tall tree and again found that we were unsteady. Having our feet at shoulder width helped
us stay steady like Gary Ablett and we practised this through several drills.

Green team lost the toss for the right to wear their jumper the right way out so we debuted with
the white look of the inside of our jumpers out. Everyone was excited to start the game with
some great first quarter attacking by Jaydon, Harry and Tyler. The second quarter saw Mitch Y,
Sean and Thomas working hard in the centre square with each of them getting their hands on
the ball, having a run and getting a kick. In the other third Shaela, Hayden and Mitchell E showed
off some of the best handballing in the game, whilst also getting our first running bounce of the
year.

It was a great effort by all the team in their first game for the year. We are looking forward to our
next game this Saturday and working on some new skills.

Duncan (Coach)

http://www.signaturesmilesdental.com.au/
http://www.signaturesmilesdental.com.au/


Under 9 Blue
vs Weston Creek Wildcats, Round 1 2nd May
After a big pre-season buildup (well, an hour training last week and an hour before the game) the
boys were raring to get into it for another season. Supercoach Tim had been working out his
training drills during the off-season and had the boys nicely warmed up, ready for the 1.30pm
bounce.

Quarter 1 started slowly with the Jets showing a bit of rust after such a long break. The first year
of tackling came as a bit of a shock for some of the boys but they had plenty of support from
their teammates as they took up the challenge.

The Wildcats looked strong giving our backline plenty of work early on. George stood tall taking
some great marks and working well with the speedy Sam who dazzled the Wildcats with his fancy
footwork.

Into the second term and the Jets were improving every minute. Dylan did some great work out
of defence, winning the hard ball and getting it cleanly to his teammates. Our midfield worked
hard to keep feeding our forwards with Ashton leading a great run through traffic and Harry
getting some great touches and accurate kicks. Darcy and Ethan were everywhere, dominating
the Wildcats defenders and booting 6 goals between them for the quarter.

Quarter 3 and the goalfest continued with Eddie leading the charge, marking strongly and
picking up a couple of neat goals. At the other end our defenders were fierce, Alex making some
great tackles and Connor cleaning up the scraps to send the Jets back into attack. Meanwhile our
midfielders were in fine form with Jack featuring strongly and winning some good contests
against the Wildcats.

Into the final quarter and Lachlan continued to apply pressure. His ruckwork was fantastic,
jumping high and winning each of his opportunities. Isaac and Rok worked their magic in
combination up front, finishing off the job against the Wildcats. They showed no sign of
tiredness, running their defenders ragged and kicking 7 goals between them for the day.

Unfortunately Kasey was sitting this game out with injury but he assisted with water duties in the
breaks and we look forward to him getting into the action next game.

Overall a great first up effort from the mighty Jets Blue against the Weston Creek Wildcats with
some great teamwork already emerging. Those that could remember the words to the song were
in fine voice and those that struggled have two weeks now to learn the words!

In a nice touch, the boys formed a
guard of honour for Darcy playing his
50th game for the Jets and Tim
presented him with his medal after the
game. Congratulations to Darcy on
his 50th, a great effort!

Well done to the encouragement
award winners this week in George,
Harry and Eddie (“the Royal
Connection”). Unfortunately a bye for
Jets Blue in Round 2 so bring on
Round 3!

Shane O’Keeffe – Team Manager



Under 9 Blue continued

Under 9 Black
vs Eastlake Black, Round 1 2nd May 
Saturday started with some sunshine and the some rain and then some more sunshine. It was
wonderful to see the sun out for the 1st round of footy. We journeyed to Mawson for the game.
This marked one of a number of changes for the U9’s this year. Bigger fields, larger teams and 4
quarters.

Preseason trading, keen recruiting and the father son rule had provided super coach Mick George
with a team of 17 super excited kids for the 2015 season. A big congratulations and welcome
along to all the new players (and families) who were pulling on the Jets jumper for the first time
ever.

At 12:30 we all meet, shorts and socks were handed out, jumpers presented and Mick sat the kids
down to explain what he wants the team to do this year.

• Have fun
• Improve each week
• Have respect for
• The umpire
• The coach and manager



Under 9 Black continued
• The opposition
• Each other

Talk was then over and the training began. Mick had the kids with the help of a few dads running
them through their paces and the early signs were good. Our opposition arrived with 15 kids so it
was agreed that we would lend a player to them and a 16 a side game would be held. The bigger
field was all set up we were ready to go.

Term 1 - James G kindly offered to play with Eastlake. A 5-6-5 field was set up. Out of the center
field Brody, Edward, Rod, Oscar, Liam and Taj worked hard with some great clearances and
second efforts. It was clear Eastlake had worked hard over the off-season and most of this term
was spent in our back line. Ari, Elliot, Dylan, Joshua and Mitchell worked hard to ensure that
Eastlake had very few scoring opportunities. They all worked very hard, tackling is a new thing for
these kids so during this term all the kids stood back a bit.

Term 2 - Mitchell subbed into Eastlake and we were off. The second term was a repeat of the first
with the mid’s doing their best but most of the term being played in our back line. Liam, Edward,
Brody, Taj and Rod were now busy defending. They cleared very well into the center where
Joshua, James, Elliot, Dylan, Ari and Oscar did some great work. When called on our power
forwards id great work. Kaiden, Jordan, Krish, Nicholas and Logan built up some impressive
forward stats.

Term 3 - Rod subbed into Eastlake. Whatever was said in the change room at half time must
have work as the kids came out as a different team in the second half. All across the field the kids
tackled harder found their opposition player and stayed with them. This lead to our forwards
being much busier. Brody, Edward, Oscar, Liam and Taj had plenty of scoring opportunities thanks
to the hard work of the mids. Dylan, Kaiden, Nicholas, Jordan, Krish and Logan gave effective
delivery all term. On the few occasions the ball entered in the back line James, Joshua, Ari, Elliot
and Mitchell returned it at double quick speed.

Term 4 - Mitchell again offered to sub for Eastlake (not sure if he is showing much confidence in
the coaching staff…we will have to work hard to impress him next week!). The 4th quarter showed
the preseason training all the kids had done has paid off. Quick running, looking for team mates
in space and great talking showed the kids were really warming to the post Aus-kick footy world
and getting to know each other. Tackles aplenty across the board a few goals and lots of fantastic
teamwork was a great way to finish our first game.

Our leaders for the week were Joshua with a great call at the toss of the coin, Taj leading us in the
handshakes and three cheers and Jordie starting the rousing rendition of the team song.

Awards this week went to:

• Indoor rock Climbing # 15 Joshua Keyte
• Canteen # 63 Krish Joshi
• McDonalds # 1 Brody Kitto
All in all, a great first week for our team of budding AFL superstars.
Mick George and Simon Butt



Under 9 Black continued

Under 10 Black
vs Lakes Giants, Round 1 2nd May
At last the 2015 season has arrived. I go through my emails pre game to check on any last
minute advice from players, parents and our medical staff about player welfare and the injury
reports. Roosy has sent me his usual best of luck email for the start of the season thanking me
for the game plan I sent him to use in Rounds 1 and 4 and reminding me to keep an eye on the
vacancy notices in the AFL Coaches Newsletter because he thinks there could be a senior AFL
coaching position available mid-season or sooner at an unnamed inner north east suburb of
Melbourne – he says the hierarchy at the Club is starting to talk about a “rebuilding phase”
alread.y Roosy thinks the work I have done over the past 2 seasons with my Jets Junior Teams
could hold me in good stead for the position because the skills levels of the unnamed team are
similar to Under 9-10s.

The good news is that it looks like we will be at full strength. Great mix of old players and new
players that I have managed to pick up under the AFL’s free agency rules, Jets Rookie program
and as part of some local relocations to Canberra and surrounding areas.

It’s Saturday morning and I once again I check my emails to see if there is any player updates
from Jetsjuniors, Scott W, Terry E, Aimee K or parents or from AFL Canberra just in case there
have been further modifications to the 2015 Junior Rule Modifications. I think I need an assistant
to deal with all of the paperwork. Maybe I can approach Gunns Paper Mill in Tasmania to see is
they would like to be a club sponsor and have their logo embroidered on my shirt collar for
game day.

The squad arrives promptly at 8.30am. It's good to see some familiar faces return from last year



Under 10 Black continued
in Christopher Harrison, Shaun Hohnke, Oscar Kable, Hudson Stear, Xavier Cantlon and Cameron
Twible. Our new Jets recruits in Toby Johns, Oliver Robertson, Paihia Crocker, Jake Kohn, Patrick
Blakely-Kidd, Jack Dickie, Nathan Wind, Charli Saddler, Nate Murray. For Round 1 we also have
recruited Edward Butt and Elliott Kable to fill-in from the Under 9s to make up our numbers.

I contact the management of the Giants and they advise me that they only have 8 players
compared to our 17. After some discussions and list management I agree to loan the Giants 4 of
our players so we can play 12 aside and 1 of our players will be on the interchange. The Giants
win the toss and have decided to kick to the end with the really big sticks.

Match highlights were:

1st Third

Shaun, Elliott, Edward and Hudson kindly agree to play for the Giants.

Some great ball movement by Chris, Oscar, Jack and Jake in the 1st Third and handpassing by
Charli. Shaun was solid for the Giants. The team is sharing the ball well as we surge forward
along the left flank with Jake and Nathan W key link players which pays dividends with “Johnny
on the Spot” Cameron kicking our first major.

Some good pressure by Paihia gets us a turnover to Xavier who gets his kick. Our backs are
getting rather cold as our centre players and forwards are dominating. Oliver lets rip with a big
kick forward which eventually ends up with Patrick who quickly plays on and goals. Jack and
Toby are both doing well for their first game. Nate M made the most of his opportunities in the
short time he was on the field from the interchange bench.

The ball did eventually did find its way into the Jets backline but was quickly send back through
good teamwork by Chris and Oscar.

Solid term by the Jets. All contributing. Jets players who played for the Giants performed well.

2nd Third

The term started with a goal to Oliver. Shaun is relishing his return to the Jets Jumper with solid
kicks at every opportunity.

More great handpasses and fast disposals by our players have the Giants constantly under
pressure. Hudson has been in and under everything – no fear that lad.

Jake, Toby and Oliver are quickly getting involved at every opportunity.

The teamwork continues and we surge forward and no matter where the ball bounces Oliver's
way with another possession and yes its raining goals for Oliver who manages a lazy 4 goals in
the third - not bad when you consider a couple of those were deliberately centred to the square
under instructions from the coach and the ball bounces at right angles through for goals. He’s
that hot I had better call the fire brigade from across the road. Oscar decides that he had better
get in on the goal feast and he slots through another sausage roll for the Jets somewhere in
between Oliver’s four.

Not surprisingly another quiet term for the Jets' backline players.

3rd Third

The term started with a goal to the Giants - scored by Oscar! Good play this third by Edward,
Elliot, Nate M and Toby. Oops a head clash in the centre has us worried. After a short delay play
resumes and Shaun makes the most of his time up forward with a nice goal. Jake is doing a great
job in roving the packs up forward.

Toby kicks to Chris who went for a run, had a bounce and kicked forward. We thought the ball
was marked by Xavier but the umpire didn't pay it - he was robbed of a kick for goal – apparently



Under 10 Black continued

it was a falcon by a Giants player.

Jake gathered the ball on the flank and went for a run. Showed skill by successfully completing
three bounces but the umpire pulled him up and awarded a free kick to the Giants - we know
now that the Under 10s Rules only allow players one bounce.

Summary:

All in all a great first game in good weather after the early grey cloud and drizzle passed.

Great debuts from all new players Toby, Oliver, Paihia, Jake, Patrick, Jack, Nathan, Charli and
Nate). Jets Black veterans (Oscar, Cameron, Shaun and Chris) continued their good form from
last season. Major improvers: Xavier, Hudson. Edward and Elliott (regular fill-ins from last
season) continued their good form too.

Awards

Club Awards:

* Oliver R (Canberra Indoor Rock Climbing)

* Hudson S (McDonalds)

Coach’s awards for application: Oscar K and Jake K

Player Drills for the week

Learn the words to the Jets song and practice your drop punts - in that order.

Alan Harrison



Under 11
vs Belconnen Cats, Round 1 2nd May 
There were nerves aplenty and a huge amount of excitement building as the Gungahlin Jets
Under 11s side arrived at their home ground for the opening match of the 2015 season! A lot of
“firsts” were about to unfold for the little Jetters – first time on a “full ground”, first time without
zones, first time with an interchange bench, first time with official scoring, first time in “real”
positions, first time with the full quota of 36 players out on the field, to name just a few! There
were also two Jets about to line up for their very first game in Jets colours – Jake Rawlins (from
Sandringham) and Gerad Gibson, playing his very first competitive match of Aussie Rules footy!
The Jets opponent was a formidable one – the mighty Belconnen Cats, the team who had gone
through Under 10s undefeated in 2014.

The surface was a little slippery and the lawn mower had forgotten his catcher but the breeze
was light and the sun was out as the Jetters were led out on to the ground by co-captains for the
week, Nathan and Joven, both of whom hadn’t missed a single session of pre-season training.
The Jets were rarin’ to go after a long pre-season – game time had finally arrived! The home side
lost the toss and were kicking to the southern end in the first quarter as the match got
underway!!

The Jets started in fine fashion, winning some crucial clearances as the ruck department and on-
ballers clicked into gear nicely. The forwards were seeing plenty of early action but were unable 
to convert. Midway through the quarter momentum shifted the Cats’ way. The visiting team 
managed to snare 2 majors in the closing minutes of the first quarter despite the best efforts of a 
hard-working Jets defence. The Cats used their decided size advantage very effectively in the 
second quarter but couldn’t fully convert on the scoreboard, thanks to some fantastic pressure 
from the Jets defenders, forcing 9 behinds to go with the Cats’ 2 goals.

The Jets rallied magnificently in the third term and dominated the play for the majority of the
quarter, in a sterling display of committed and competitive footy! The tackling was ferocious as
the Jets continually peppered the ball forward, although unfortunately were unable to convert
despite some very close shaves! The Cats kicked a couple of junk time goals in the last quarter
but overall this was a very gallant effort from the rising Jetters against the benchmark side of the
competition!

Starring for the Jets were: Jake Rawlins in his Jets debut, who rucked superbly and made a lot of
strong tackles; Kyan, who bulldozed in when he was moved into the midfield and ruck; Aussie
Finn, who worked his guts out when thrown in the midfield and the backline, highlighted by his
very rosy face at full time; Jesse, who worked tirelessly in the midfield, picking up some classy
possessions; Joven, who ran all day, had tackles aplenty in the midfield and some slick handballs
out of the packs; Irish Finn, who played the majority of the match across the half back line where
he was super solid, taking plenty of marks, plenty of kicks, and tackling well; Bella, who worked
hard all day, chased the ball with tenacity, tackled well, had some nice kicks out of the backline –
this was her first game back after a year off playing soccer but she looked like she hasn’t missed
a beat!; Matthew Rock, who worked hard in the backline and made some excellent spoils; Chloe,
who was very disciplined in staying in position and made an impact on the wing, taking a great
mark; and Gerad, who performed a great role in his Jets debut, making some smart darting runs
out of defence!

Final score: Gungahlin Jets 0-0-0 lost to Belconnen Cats 7-13-55

Awards: Finn W, Gerad, Chloe

Steve May



Under 11 continued



Under 12 Black
vs Marist Royal, Round 1 2nd May 
Welcome everyone to the 2015 Jets Black U12 season. Judging by the way this game went, looks
like we’re in for a treat and some really good footy. First game up for the year and it’s Marist
Royal at Pearce Oval; it’s going to be a tough competition but the boys went about their warm up
drills in anticipation of a big game and that it was!

The opening ball up saw the Jet’s get the early jump on Marist with a free but the ball was soon
back in the Jets half and there it pretty much stayed for the quarter. The Jets backline and
midfielders who came to support the backs were under relentless pressure and at times a clinical
display from Marist. None the less, the Jets threw everything at Marist that made scoring difficult.
The last 5 minutes of the quarter saw a glimpse of things to come and a step up in intensity from
the Jets with same great tackling by Tayus and Nick. At the end of the first quarter, it was Jets
0.0.0 to Marist 3.5.23

The second quarter started much like the first but Jets maintained the intensity with Trent P
putting on some great tackles and Sam pushing his way into the pack and tackling. The game at
times resembled a rugby union match with the maul rolling up the field with the occasional sight
of the ball that was soon swamped by players of both sides. Alex made some great clearing kicks
from the goal square and Will efficiently kicked off his right…great effort for a left footer! Daniel
chimed in with an impressive second effort and Dom nearly pulled off a great sliding mark. The
summer break cobwebs were slowly coming off but it was not enough to stop the Marist attack.
At half time it was Jets 0.0.0 to Marist 8.6.54.

A coach’s half time chat and a few snakes and the boys hit the third quarter on fire! The intensity
level stepped up a couple of notches and boys were determined not to let Marist control the
game. A goal by Jets debutant Blake M opened the score that proceeded to inspire the team.
There were some great link ups and hand ball work from the boys and the tables were turning on
Marist. Dom launched a great torpedo kick from a free to score the second major while Ben,
another new comer to AFL, took a great attempted mark and was in the action from the outset.
Marist kept the pressure up on the backs but time in halves was more balanced this quarter that
allowed Josh to launch the ball for goal. Marist goaled right on three quarter time to take the
score to Jets 3.0.18 to Marist 11.8.74.

The fourth quarter saw the boys explode from the first ball up that Trent H tapped down to a
waiting Jet. Such as the awesome come back footy on display by the Jets I didn’t take too many
notes! Cian ran well out of half back, Dom kept his game rolling with some great ruck clearances
that created many link ups to allow Tayus to score. Other scorers were Lachlan with 2 including a
great out of the pack goal, Harry from a free and Daniel delivering his usual best for his first
major of the season. Marist were not giving up and made the backs work hard to concede only
three goals for the quarter. At full time, it was Jets 8.3.51 to Marist 14.8.92. Encouragingly for the
Jets, the boys won the fourth quarter 5.3.33 to Marist 3.0.18 and the second half by a total of
8.3.51 to Marist 6.2.38. This was a great second half to watch and a credit to all the players’
perseverance.

It was great to see the five new faces in the Jet’s line up – Ben, Blake M and Blake H, Magnus and
Harry, all playing like seasoned veterans and we can’t wait to see Braedon hit the field! This
week’s awards went to Ben and Dom – well done. The next game is on the 9th May at Amaroo at
midday.

Glen Looby



Under 13
vs Ainslie Red, Round 1 2nd May 
It was my pleasure to be part of the coaching panel for the opening round of the season. With
Klosey away, Thorpey, Rohan and myself took the reigns. Thorpey and Rohan were a great help
as our bench of 10 players meant that we were able to give all players a fair amount of time on
the field.

After a solid 3 months of pre-season training, the boys were keen to have a crack at their first
game of the season. After a stirring speech delivered by Thorpey that acknowledged 100 games
for Ian and 50 games for Logan, the boys were keen to go.

The first quarter introduced the kids to early morning football with a leather ball. Slippery,
tough, contested possessions - and very tense for those in the grandstand - the mighty
Gungahlin Jets dominated the quarter, with the formation of "the wall" across half forward, the
ball stayed in our forward line for the majority of the quarter - but unfortunately we could only
manage 5 behinds.

The second quarter was an arm wrestle where Ainslie threw everything at us. Our backline held
together under immense pressure and we managed to hold them to 1.3 in this quarter. We
grabbed the solitary goal for the quarter to remain in the hunt.

There was no panic during half time, with only a few minor tweaks to the game plan being
implemented. The boys came out for the premiership quarter in the right frame of mind. They
played an aggressive style whereby they got their heads over the ball and used their hands to get
clean possessions. The ball was still a cake of soap, but we managed to outscore the opposition
3 goals to 1.

The final quarter developed into an arm wrestle. The game was played end to end, with both
defences being impenetrable. It was a hard-fought battle, but the Jets came out on top 30-18.
Well done to all the players on their first game of the season.

Special thanks to Blake for running the water. Even though he has a broken arm, it was great to
see him show up with enthusiasm and encourage his teammates the best way he knows how -
thats what being part of a team is all about!

Congratulations to Ian for his milestone achievement of 100 games of footy. In previous years
there has been 2 teams in this age group so I have missed many of Ian’s games, but the coaches
have seen lots of Ian at training, he has always been an enthusiastic contributor. Ian loves his
footy, he takes it seriously and wants to learn and develop his skills. Well done Ian, you should
be very proud of your achievement.
Congratulations to Logan for his
milestone achievement of 50 games
of footy. Again I have missed many
of Logan’s games, but at training
Logan constantly proves he is one of
the fittest and fastest kids in the
team. He is always leading the time
trials and achieving great results in
the beep tests. Logan takes pride in
working hard and maintaining his
fittest level, it is great because he
drags others along with him. Well
done Logan, you also should be very
proud of your achievement.

Mark Hynes –Coach for the day



Under 13 continued



Under 14
vs Ainslie, Round 1 2nd May 
The 2015 season for the Under 14s didn’t start exactly the way we would have liked with the Jets
suffering a heavy defeat at the hands of a combined Ainslie team. I’m sure everyone that
watched the game would agree the score wasn’t truly reflective of the game. Our boys stood up
to some heavy forward pressure from Ainslie who had some impressive big kicking forwards
regularly finding the goals.

Increased intensity around the centre breaks had the ball into our forward fifty but unfortunately
our focus on defence restricted our ability to translate forward attacking pressure onto the
scoreboard.

Particularly pleasing was the Jets constant pressure on their opponents. There was some
powerful tackling, smothering and chasing which all add up to strong commitment. As these
young men begin to realise their potential I expect we will be in awe of what they can achieve
both individually and as a team.

Although not condoned, several incidents involving unnecessary unchecked physical exchanges
were often appropriately responded - this demonstrates a growing sense of mateship and team
pride.

This is a game we will put down to experience and work on what we can to improve.

With having a smaller playing group this year so it is important to get along to training so that
we can continue to develop our game sense in our march towards the winners circle.

Congratulation to this week’s award winners:

• Kial H. – McDonald’s Award

• Jackson K. – The Canberra Indoor Rock Climbing Award

• Jarod H. - Coach’s Award No.1

• Matt M. – Coach’s Award No.2

Thanks to our parent /family helpers this week.

Blaise and Jenny

Coach and Manager



Under 14 continued

Youth Girls
vs Wildcats, Round 11

It was a perfect Sunday morning for Football for our first game this year. We played Eastlake who
had 13 so we played 13 a side on a small ground. This year we have 23 players which is a huge
change from last year and the biggest problem for the coach is managing the rotations.

The girls started well in the middle and were working hard and putting pressure on the ball and
tackling. Both teams were very competitive and a goal each at quarter time was a fair reflection
of the play.

It the second quarter Eastlake were able to get the ball moving forward and got a couple of goals
on the board.

In the third quarter the tackling and defensive pressure on the ball carrier from Jordan, Brit 2,
Caitlin and Bronte intensified as the backline increased their workrate and began to stop the
Eastlake attack. There were a lot of handballs in close and this began to create space. The ball
rebounded well with the girls moving down the wing and through the centre. Amy, Matisse, Ash
and Lizzie got the ball moving and the forwards got some shots on goal.

The teamwork improved in each quarter and the shephearding and kicking to leads created
plenty of opportunities.

Sam, Immy, Brit 3 and Sarah O’ put on a lot of tackling pressure in the middle and in the backline.
Fullback Dayle showed all of her experience as she took control of the last line of defense. Liv,
Georgia and Ericha worked hard all day making space and presenting leads. Sarah F and Liv
picked up their second goal each to lift the team.

In a close match the girls went down by 8 points but showed some really encouraging signs for
the rest of the season.

The awards went to Sam, Liv, Sarah F and Lizzie.

James Smith - Coach



Ingenium Group Under 17’s
Vs Marist, Round 1 Amaroo Oval 2nd May 
We took on Marist in the first game of the season on our home ground in near perfect
conditions. Prior to the start of the game the team welcomed three new players to the Jets who
pulled on our great jumper for the first time.

The team also congratulated Nick McEwen on reaching his 100th game for the club and it was
truly an honour for me to be provided the opportunity to say a few words and present Nick with
his medal - Congratulations again Nick you're a true champion on and off the field. Thank you
also to Anthony Victory (Vic) who prepared a nice message for Nick that was shared with the
group even though I did choke up at times. It was also fantastic to have Nick's parents in the
rooms to share the moment.

The game started with both teams looking a little scratchy however it was Marist who settled first
and half way through the first quarter had the game on their terms. They were certainly a fit side
however this should not be an excuse as we felt that our boys lost focus, which is more to do
with the mind than the body.

This was addressed at the break however the second quarter again saw us second to the ball,
playing re-active footy and team structures breaking down. It was pleasing however to see some
players really take it on themselves to put up a fight and put into action the instructions from the
coaches.

The half time break presented the chance to clear our heads and assess the playing stock as we
had many players coming off the ground with soft tissue injuries which forced us to regularly
plug holes and make structural changes. At one point I think there were just as many magnets off
the board as there were on!

Really not sure what changed the player's mind set, I'm hoping it was pride, however the third
quarter saw a far more determined group and we started to string together some nice passages
of play. We also made them work harder for
their possessions and even managed to force
some turn overs with our improved effort at
the contests.

Even though we didn't impact the score
board in the final two quarters the second
half effort was pleasing. The last quarter
again was an improvement with the attack at
the ball and willingness to provide a contest
and protect team mates. Certainly a more
positive way to finish the game and hopefully
a lesson in the standard of play we can and
should deliver in every game for four
quarters.

Overall probably a disappointing game
however we now know what's expected and
have the opportunity to work on various
aspects to improve our game.

We, the coaches, do genuinely believe that
the team wants to do better which provides a
fantastic opportunity to practice and learn
what's required to be better.

Tim Hull



Under 17 continued

Jets Merchandise
The Gungahlin Jets have an exciting new range of merchandise available for players, supporters and 
families.

Whether it is a polo shirt to wear to and from the game, an anorak and beanie to keep you warm on the 
sidelines there is a great selection to choose from. There are many items in stock ready for immediate 
delivery

Orders can be made via the Jets App and paid via PayPal

https://gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/

For enquiries please e-mail: merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au

https://gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/
mailto:merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au


Women (Jetettes)
vs Eastlake, Round 1
Jetettes 2 . 5 – 17 (Britt TULLY, Nyree ORD) defeated Eastlake 1 . 2 – 8 (K. DEMANT)

Round 1 of 2015 saw the Jetettes take on old foes Eastlake at misty old Amaroo. After a solid
preseason, the girls were keen to test their skills in what was expected to be a tough match.

The game was head to head through the first three quarters. Ruck-lady Rosie Bink led from the
start, perfectly timing her jumps and winning close to all ball ups. The huge energy and
momentum gained from those starts, as well as consistent tackling pressure around stoppages,
allowed the girls to move the ball forward with great hunger. Paired with some impressive hands
and kicking, the game was a fine showcase of how the girls’ skills had developed over the
preseason.

A fantastic goal from Nyree Ord on her debut for the club gave the Jetettes an important buffer
in the last quarter. However, Eastlake never gave up the challenge. Their constant pressure on the
ball meant the Jetettes had to remain accountable at every stoppage. Fortunately we had Cree
McRae leading from the back, consistently pushing the ball (and other players!) forward as she
cleared the ball from Eastlake’s forward 50.

Nonetheless, the Jetette's triumphed in their first ever win against Eastlake in the history of the
Jetettes, something that all the girls and the club should be very proud of.

Great work to all the girls who played on the weekend, thanks to all our volunteers and of course
to Eastlake for such a great contest. Also many congratulations to those making their debut for
the club. Looking forward to our next game against ANU this weekend at Gungahlin TCO
(4.30pm) - noting that this is the club's annual Pink Footy Day. The club will be raising money and
awareness for the Breast Cancer Network Australia (BCNA). The girls will be coordinating a bake
sale and distributing collection tins for BCNA on the day, so make sure you get around the girls
and support a great cause.

Best Players

Sophie Travis, Rosie Bink, Caitlin Bunker, Cree McRae and Courtney Porter



Seniors 1st Grade
Round 1 Manuka Oval, 2nd May 

Eastlake 7.9-51 Gungahlin Jets 15.9-99
We couldn't have dreamt for a better start to the season with our return to AFL Canberra 1st
Grade with a solid win vs. Eastlake.

The team welcomed 6 debutants and 6 NEAFL players into the team for round 1 and all players
showed great form. Led by Ainslie gun Michael Lawless the jets hit the ground running with all
players enjoying the new game plan which worked well on the wide spaces of Manuka Oval.

RS players Mitch Green, Brendan Corbett, Will Hambleton, Joe Looby and Dan Hambleton all
showed they are more than capable at senior level with experienced player Milne, Lewis, Ryall and
Clarkson providing the steady heads to drive the team forward.

We will enjoy the win but everyone knows there is still a lot of work to be done and it begins
again this week as we prepare for Ainslie in round 2 at home. We wish Dan Hambo (concussion),
Dean Gartside (leg fracture) and Jacob Mennen (ankle) all the best with their recovery.

Goal Kickers: J. Maynard 2, J. Gibson 2, J. Collingridge 2, J. Looby , M. Lawless , J. Davies , J.
Clarkson , J. Manley , J. Hiep , D. Gartside , W. Hambleton , K. Milne

Best Players: M. Lawless , J. Gibson , M. Green , B. Mace , D. Gartside

Adrian Pavese

Senior Coach

Photo courtesy of Graham Tidy Canberra Times



Seniors 1st Grade continued

Photos courtesy of Graham Tidy Canberra Times



2015 Junior Game Day Awards

Jets Team App
Have you got the Jets App yet ?

The Jets App is your central hub for everything 
Jets related.

• Check your teams fixtures

• Check your teams scores from the weekend

• See where your team is sitting on the Ladder

• Have a chat with your team mates

• See whats happening on the Jets Facebook
Page

• Check out all the Twittering

• Buy some merchandise

• Read Jetstream

• Upload some photos to share

What are you waiting for?

Download the Jets App or view the web version 
here: https://gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/

Sign up as Player and Family and you’re good 
to go !

https://gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/


Club Contacts

GUNGAHLIN JETS BOARD OF DIRECTORS
Chairperson – David Glavis board@gungahlinjets.com.au

Secretary – Tamarah Knox

Treasurer – Anthony Wilson

Senior Football Director – Rohan Wilson

Junior Football Director – Terry Evans

Risk Director – Michael Whyte

Facilities Director – Joe Cortese

Sponsorship Director – Vince O’Donnell

Communications Director – Emma Stonham

JETS SENIOR FOOTBALL COMMITTEE
President – Rohan Wilson randm82@bigpond.com ph 0418 293 823

Football Operations – Joe Cortese

Registrar – Tim Lewis

JETS JUNIOR FOOTBALL COMMITTEE
Juniors E-mail – juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au

Acting President – Terry Evans juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au ph 0438150508

Registrar – Scott Wallace ecallaw4@bigpond.net.au

Website and Merchandise – Terry Evans merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au

Secretary and Fundraising Coordinator – Aimee Kable aimee.kable@gmail.com

Player Welfare and Property – Tanya McKee – tanya_j_mckee@hotmail.com

Budget Controller – Vacant 

Players Representative – Vacant

Auskick Pro Coodinator – Scott Wallace ecallaw4@bigpond.net.au

Committee – Chris Klose clk@amalgamatedpropertygroup.com.au

Committee – Jarrod Howard jarrod.howard@gmail.com

mailto:board@gungahlinjets.com.au
mailto:randm82@bigpond.com
mailto:juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au
mailto:juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au
mailto:ecallaw4@bigpond.net.au
mailto:merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au
mailto:aimee.kable@gmail.com
mailto:tanya_j_mckee@hotmail.com
mailto:ecallaw4@bigpond.net.au
mailto:clk@amalgamatedpropertygroup.com.au
mailto:jarrod.howard@gmail.com


Junior Coach & Managers
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